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ØBackground
• Objects from correlated classes usually share highly similar appearance while objects 

from uncorrelated classes are very different.
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ØMotivation
• Most existing approaches for image recognition treat each class independently.
• The training labels on the datasets are usually set as one-hot vectors.

[1,0,0,…,0], [0,1,0,…,0], [0,0,1,…,0], …, [0,0,0,…,1]
• Ignore the correlations between different classes during training.
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ØContributions
• We construct hierarchical knowledge graphs to reserve and explore the semantic 

relations across different classes. With the constructed hierarchical knowledge graphs, 
we are able to calculate the distance between two classes thus regularize the semantic 
space across different classes.

• We generate the knowledge embedded soft labels based on the distance across 
different classes. The knowledge embedded soft labels serve as an extra guidance in 
training the classifier to better understand the semantic relations across different 
classes.

• We also devise a Small-ImageNet dataset, which consists of 400 classes objects from 
the original 1,000 classes in the full ImageNet dataset as an additional evaluation of 
our proposed method. The experiment results prove the effectiveness of our proposed 
method.



ØProposed Method
ØHierarchical Knowledge Graphs
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ØProposed Method
ØKnowledge Embedded Soft Labels
-The distance between class (node) i and j:

-The similarity coefficients between class i and j:

-The proposed knowledge embedded soft labels between class i and j:
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ØProposed Method
ØTraining Loss

-For the original hard one-hot labels, we employ cross-entropy loss as followings,

thus we can obtain the LCE :

-For the knowledge embedded soft labels, we calculate the Kullback-Leibler loss as:

ØFinally, we have 



ØExperiments
ØComparison with state-of-the-art 

in CUB dataset for fine-grained 
image recognition

Dataset: 
Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) Dataset for fine-grained image recognition
Mini-ImageNet and Small-ImageNet Datasets for general image recognition

ØComparison with baseline (w/o 
knowledge embedded soft labels) on 
Mini-ImageNet and Small-ImageNet 
for general image recognition

ØComparison with Label Smoothing



ØExperiments
ØAblation Study

Ø The influences of hyper-parameters

Ø The influences of different backbone networks
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